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Preface
Academic Program Review (APR) is a process of regular, systematic review and evaluation of
all academic programs offered by CAS/Oman. The academic department normally constitutes
the basic unit of review and all department-based, interdisciplinary and-administered
programs are to be reviewed every 5to 8 years, depending on the needs of the program. CAS
programs are reviewed every 5 years (self study is conducted on yearly basis through the
courses appraisals). The basic purpose of CAS academic program review is to examine, assess
and develop the quality of academic programs to identify strengths and weaknesses so that
priorities can be established for programs improvement and modification. The ultimate goal is
to promote and maintain academic excellence and ensure that programs are being efficiently
administered and working in ways consistent with the CAS’s mission and vision.
Most of the higher education institutions in different countries implement comprehensive,
constant, and thorough evaluation for their educational programs. This constant evaluation
corresponds to the dramatic changes in the workplace and to the different areas such as
economic, social, cultural areas. This in turn can lead to introduce new programs or delete or
substitute other ones to adapt the new demands.
Based on the above, in the Sultanate of Oman Colleges of Applied Sciences strive to develop
and promote its educational programs locally. This promotion within curriculum can encourage
the individual abilities of the graduates practically and theoretically to maintain the
participation in the constant development in the Sultanate of Oman.
The CAS Colleges offer a collection of practical programs and majors that have a great
connection to the modern techniques and means. This connection can lead the offered
programs to be more effective towards the successive development at the technical,
economical, industrial, commercial and media sectors.
1- Guide lines followed in CAS Review:
•

•
•
•

•

Program review involves chosen faculty members within the academic program. Each
member is encouraged to engage in active participation, and the final report
constitutes the collective consensus of members.
The Review process provided for dialog within the program in its evaluation, reflection,
and planning aspect
The Review is summative and formative in perspective, summarizing past performance
and reporting on current developmental activities
CAS program review is evaluative, reflective, and anticipatory in focus. The review looks
backward to what happened, what the program achieved, and how the program used
that evidence of achievement to make developments for the future
Assessment of the program’s performance is designed to answer meaningful questions
about the content knowledge, skills, and character development that students have
developed.
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2- Elements of the CAS Program Review as Planning Activity:
Planning for program viability and relevance is predicated on the simultaneous achievement
of three critical program dimensions:
1) Mission- Vision centrality. Institutional integrity and accountability to supporting
constituencies required that units focus on mission& Vision of CAS
2) Quality. The CAS programs Review makes sure to provide evidence and document that
student learning and performance is competitive with that of peer institutions and
provides for the greatest educational gain through the programs.
3) Responsive Program. The Higher Education environment changes dynamically in terms
of what Omani citizens need to know and the skills they need to possess to make
positive impacts. For academic programs to contribute positively to the broad regional,
national, and international context, academic programs positioned and scaled itself
accordingly to maximum relevance and effectiveness.

3- The primary goals for program Review at CAS:
§
§
§
§

Enhance the resources and quality of academic programs at CAS by assessing program
strengths and challenges.
Ensure that program priorities are consistent with the CAS’s mission and vision.
Ensure that programs respond to Industry, market and students’ needs.
Ensure that the offered programs identify the OSCED broad and narrow field title and code for
the program.

§
§

Ensure that the objectives of the program are clear and achievable.
Ensure that the desired graduate attributes and student’s learning outcomes are clearly stated
and aligned with the objectives of the program.

4- Rationale for the CAS Program Review:
The preparation of the program review documents served a number of very important
purposes for the departments and the colleges of CAS.
•

•
•
•
•

The program review can help improve the effectiveness of the programs by clarifying
its goals, assessing goal achievement, reviewing program resources, identifying
concerns, and introducing needed changes.
The program review provides an effective orientation to the program and its activities
for new faculty hires, administrators and external entities.
The program review stimulates the review of policies, practices, procedures and
records and, thereby, help improve its operations.
By assessing performance and resources, the program review can help articulate its
needs and justify its requests for program enhancements.
Conversely, the program review can help develop a better sense of a college’s
programs and make more informed decisions on curricular proposals, and long-term
planning.
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Based on all previous, the CAS Colleges through the revision of the programs aim to establish
policies and basics for the constant process of evaluating and developing its educational
programs. This is in order to help graduating specialized and qualified cohorts that can adapt
the local demands of the workplace and promote the developmental movement in Oman.
The Review should be planned to take place on three stages started by three tasks.
- These tasks aim to answer four questions:

a. What are we trying to do in this Review? (Goals& Objectives)
b. How will we do it? (Methodology)
c. How (using the answers to 1. and 2.) can the CAS offered programs be improved?
(Proposed Solutions)
Are the proposed solutions approved by Chosen Qualified External Reviewers? (External
Developed Program Review) .

The academic program review process includes Three tasks: self study, Program Development
and External Review.
TASK1: “Self Study” Based on staff, students, industry needs and Similar Academic
International standards(Benchmarking).
TASK2: “CAS Programs Development” based on the findings of TASK1 and the developed
study& degree plan new courses would be written by qualified and experienced member staff
from the program.
TASK3: “CAS External Review” based on the feedback of Chosen Qualified External
Reviewers (Organized and developed by Academic Programs Directorate).
Figure explains the three steps.
The program review report is prepared and written by a review committee, which is
constituted at the beginning of the of the academic year in which the program review process
begins. If the academic program is sponsored by one college, the corresponding academic
college council constitutes a review committee consisting of faculty from the program
department. If the program has two or more sponsoring departments in two or colleges, the
corresponding program director with the HODs would select faculty representatives from or
the targeted colleges to serve on the review committee.
In support of the research and analysis required of the program review report, the review
committee collects a comprehensive data packet from different parties. This data packet forms
the basis for subsequent discussions of the review committee about the direction and focus of
the program review. The review committee is also encouraged to conduct a survey of students
in the program and graduates, if possible.
In addition to the guidelines in this document, review committee members are encouraged
to use the resource materials on the Strategic Planning and operational plans of CAS.
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The Review consists of
3steps it starts with the
self-study, then Program
development, and ends
up
with
Developed
Programs Review

figure1 (three steps of CAS Program Review Process)
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5- TASK1 “Self Study”
Attending regular meetings, collaborating with colleagues across disciplines, and meeting deadlines
are essential to completing a successful report and completing the review process.

starts by Collecting and reviewing Original study and Degree plans, instructional materials
to decide the needed changes concerning,
1- titles of these offered degrees in reference to the Oman Standard Classification of
Education Frame Work published by the Oman accreditation Council, and Benchmarking.

2- The courses that are included and their titles, location in the study plan, their structure
and their content (working plan), (depending of up to date references and benchmarking)

5-1. Self Study Management Plan
Article 1: Formulation of the Academic Programs Development and Updating Committee
Article 2: The committee to conduct the following duties: Duties to be specified by the team,
but it may include the following:
1- Reviewing specializations’ graduation requirements plans and study plans.
2- Studying courses’ content.
3- Studying compatibility between theoretical aspects and applied aspects.
4- Studying educational needs such as references, books, etc.
5- Studying evaluation mechanisms used Within the colleges where the program is offered.
6- Benchmarking for all the previous.
7- Consider students’ comments on all courses.
8- Study academic committee’ recommendations for each program in light of quality Assurance
references (OAAA reports).

Article 3: The committee to submit a report includes the committee’s activities results and
recommendations.
Article 4: The committee to consult whom it deems appropriate to consult in order to carry
out its responsibilities.
Article 5: The order takes effect from its date of issue.
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in order to achieve this, a group of procedures should be planned within the following
phases:
Phase1: study of the offered study plans, degree plans and courses offered within the Program
depending on the following:

5-2- Tools of collecting Data
Questionnaires targeting:
-Teachers in all colleges where the program is offered
-The students from sem6&8
-Some graduates practicing the program in the Omani Markets
-Some private companies and firms related to Program Field.
Group Discussion including:
All the program faculties
Some students from different specializations within the program
Focus Groups:
Main teamwork members.
Expert Opinions
Questionnaires sent to experts from Industry Sector for reply
Phase2: Analyzing what have been collected in Phase1 (Final decisions to be made by the focus group)
and turning the results into statistics.

Phase 3: Each team member, writes his or her final report.
Phase 4: Finally, binding the reports together in a unified form and reviewing it for final submission.
NOTE: Report should be displayed within the upcoming Colleges Academic council for
approval.
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Figure2 (Four phases of Task1 Process)
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6- TASK2: “CAS Programs Development”
This is the Execution stage of the approved improvements& changes in TASK1 by teams
from the member staff in committees.
In task 2 the team from task1 should continue their mission, Chairman of the team should
ask his team members to form their own executive committees from the program faculties
The Choice should upon pre specified criteria like, experience, professional practice, and
excellent English level “Written& Spoken” or what the committee decides.
There should be a template for the final report& course outline, Action plan, and timeline
for all the programs executing task 2.
•
•
•
•
•

Each team member should submit the list of names he/she needs in h is/er subcommittee and call for a meeting.
Benchmarking is to be done in each subcommittee according to internal planning
Courses are developed and sent to each team leader for review and modifications following the designed course
outline template
Individual reports for each major to be written following the Report template
Final Report should be prepared and submitted to Department of academic program, the execution Process of
task2 is illustrated in the following figure.

• 6-1. Self Study Management Plan
Article 1: the committee to prepare Action Plan and used Mechanisms
Article 2: The committee to submit a report includes the committee’s activities results and
recommendations.
Article 3: The committee to consult whom it deems appropriate to consult in order to carry
out its responsibilities.
Article 4: The order takes effect from its date of issue.
Article 5: The order takes effect from its date of issue.
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Figure3 (Task2 steps)
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7-TASK3: “CAS External Review”
The Process of Task3 is related to External Review (external Refers to Reviewing the Program
by Qualified Academics from Outside CAS Institutions).
Task 3 was accomplished on four steps, and these steps were as follows:
• Step A: Collecting final Review Report
• Step B: Choosing External Reviewers and preparing Review Forms and
guidelines
• Step C: Sending the files to the Reviewers
• Step D: Receiving the reports from the reviewers and preparing final results in
a final report form
Step A: Submitting final Review Report
All the reports were submitted to the main committee After approval of the academic
council.
Step B: Choosing Reviewers and preparing Review Forms and guidelines

The Main committee seek the help of whom it sees for the choosing the Reviewers
Criteria of choosing the reviewers:
• An Academic holding a PhD degree or higher
• Have experience in Program, Projects, and/or Scientific Research Review
• Formal or Recent Experience in running academic institutions or
Departments (which would give the chance for being aware of the
Academic Programs content
• Have never worked for any of the Colleges of Applied Sciences.
The Number of Reviewers for each program is three (2 From Oman and 1 from
outside Oman), concerning General Requirements one reviewer was chosen for
each Course following the same criteria adopted in the other programs
Needed Documents(Forms)
-

-

-

-

Program review form
Course outline Review Form
The main committee asked the Department of Academic Programs to develop
the other needed documents depending on the originals used by the General
Directorate of private universities& Colleges, and these are:
Authorization letter
Declaration Form
Executive Summary report
Guidelines for Program Review Form
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Step C: Sending the files to the reviewers:
A formal letter is to be sent to the reviewers attached with All the Approved Reports from
TASK2 and the following:
- Authorization Form
- Declaration Form
- Guide lines for the Program Review Detailed Individual Report
- Program Review Form
- Course outline Review form
Step D: Receiving the reports from the Reviewers and preparing final results in a final report
form
Receiving Review reports from the reviewers, studying and analyzing the results, organizing
the results in charts and briefing recommendations and comments written by the Reviewers
in Order to apply them when possible.
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Figure4 (Task3 steps)
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